Classical approach of solvability problem has shed much light on what we can solve and what we cannot solve mathematically. Starting with quadratic equation, we know that we can solve it by the quadratic formula which uses square root. Polynomial is a generalization of quadratic equation. If we define solvability by using only square roots, cube roots etc, then polynomials are not solvable by radicals (square root, cube root etc). We can classify polynomials into simple (solvable by radicals) and complex (not solvable by radicals). We will use the same metaphor to separate what is solvable (simple part) and what is not solvable (complex part).
Seismic Solvability Problems
The Cantor Set Construction: repeatedly removing middle thirds of line segments.
The Cantor set = all points that are not removed at any step in this infinite process.
1 The Cantor set, in six iterations
The Cantor set is "broken up" on all length scales Example 3 Sierpinski Carpet: a 2D Generalization of the Cantor Set Construction: divide a square into 9 equal subsquares in a 3by3 grid, and remove the center subsquare; repeat the process for the remaining 8 sub squares; and apply the process recursively.
The Sierpinski Carpet, in four steps Selfsimilar and "broken up" on all length scales Model (V p =Constant) Modeled CMP gathers
Results are generated from a deterministic model without adding "random Results are generated from a deterministic model without adding "random noise" noise" Model complexity Summary
• The Cantor set: -The Cantor set C is sparse and totally disconnected; while C+C=I is a continuum that is dense and nowhere disconnected -The Sierpinski Carpet is a 2D generalization of the Cantor set.
• Example 1 (horizontal Cantor set models):
-Multiples are not solvable for the Cantor set model -No means + no variance (no effective medium) • Example 2 (vertical Cantor set models):
-"Noise" from inversion might be an indication on the earth's complex topology • Example 3 (Sierpinski Carpet models):
-A model with complex topology can generate realistically looking, complex wave field Examples of migrationoperator related "noise" Example 1: migration with 3% error we desire to refocus to minimize the migration "smiles" Geometric simplicity and seismic imaging
• Geometric simplicity as defined by the Betti numbers can be used for quantitatively determining impact of processing parameters • Seismic imaging should always start from simple geometry of the input data to build intuition for the migration operator • As we build better understanding of the data and the operator, we can increase the Betti numbers and increase the geometric complexity for migration 
